A NEW CONCEPT IN AMERICAN-MADE MUZZLELOADING RIFLES
Scope & Rings Sold Separately

OFFERING PERFORMANCE, ACCURACY & EASE OF MAINTENANCE

®
q T/C STRIKE™ Muzzleloading Rifle Offering today’s shooters and hunters innovative and useful features such as:

• The Adapt™ Breech system, which moves the threads to the outside of the barrel, thus eliminating seized breech plugs and
assists in simplifying the cleaning process. The threadless primer adapter holds a 209 primer for fast, reliable ignition.
• Armornite™ corrosion protectant metal finish - a rugged nitride coating that gives protection on the INSIDE (where most
corrosion and pitting occurs) and the outside of the barrel. This not only increases accuracy, but extends the useful life of your rifle.
• The precision 24˝ barrel has a 1:28˝ rifling twist for optimal performance with today’s sabots and high-performance projectiles.
• The Stealth Striker™ ambidextrous cocking system is whisper quiet and eliminates scope clearance issues that plague traditional
hammer cocking systems.
• The match-grade trigger, which adds a smooth-breaking, crisp trigger pull that allows the shooter consistency shot after shot.
• Each T/C® STRIKE™ muzzleloading rifle is proudly made in the USA!

Comes with Weaver®-style scope mount base installed.
Fiber optic adjustable sights included in the box.

QUICK LOAD ACCURIZOR® Muzzle System
QLA® allows the shooter to quickly and
easily load his/her muzzleloader by incorporating a false muzzle design into the end
of the barrel.
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SIMPLE TAKEDOWN - Cleaning made easy.
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STEALTH STRIKER™ - Hammers are noisy
and hard to reach with a scope. The innovative Stealth Striker™ system is quiet, easy to
use and gives the best clearance for scopes.
Slide it forward till it locks and shoot, thats it!
No more fumbling.

q T/C STRIKE™
®

MATCH-GRADE TRIGGER - A crisp,
consistent and light trigger pull is crucial and
essential to your accuracy. The T/C® Strike’s
light pull and zero overtravel will make you a
better, more confident shooter.

Aluminum Ramrod
PRECISION RIFLED BARREL with QLA®
There is no more important part to your rifle
than your barrel. Accurate out of the box and
our Armornite™ coating keeps it that way.

MULTI-TOOL - A wrench, palm saver and
range rod handle, all in one easy to carry
tool. The light, compact design makes
it easy to throw in your pocket for field
maintainence & loading.

ARMORNITE™ CORROSION PROTECTANT
Corrosion is still the biggest issue that any
muzzleloader hunter or shooter deals with.
This is a protectant that protects every inch
of the barrel and critical components.

Muzzleloading Rifles - SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM #

UPC #

CALIBER

STOCK

TRIGGER

TYPE / CAPACITY

LOP

BARREL

OAL

WEIGHT

TWIST

IGNITION

10293

090161448100

.50

WALNUT

Match-Grade

Striker-Fired Single Shot Muzzleloader

13 ½˝

24” w/QLA®

41˝

7 ½ LBS.

1:28

209 Primer

10291

090161448001

.50

BLACK COMPOSITE

Match-Grade

Striker-Fired Single Shot Muzzleloader

13 ½˝

24” w/QLA®

41˝

7 ½ LBS.

1:28

209 Primer

10292

090161448117

.50

COMPOSITE/G2 CAMO

Match-Grade

Striker-Fired Single Shot Muzzleloader

13 ½˝

24” w/QLA®

41˝

7 ½ LBS.

1:28

209 Primer
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ADAPT™ BREECH SYSTEM - The primer
adapter eliminates the need for threading
inside the barrel which is the leading
cause of seized breech plugs. The Adapt™
Breech System also allows you the ability to
change out your primer adapter to different
configurations, which will optimize ignition
performance with your propellant of choice.
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